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ABOUT MADIX
For over sixty years, Madix has partnered with retailers and brands to
deliver unique, high-quality solutions for merchandising and store
design. We are the industry’s leading provider of store fixtures, shelving,
and accessories, with three manufacturing locations and worldwide
warehousing capabilities to better serve clients both international and
domestic.
At our core, Madix is a company about people, not numbers. We
take pride in responding to our clients’ needs on an individual and
personalized basis, because we believe that a truly holistic solution is one
tailored to a specific business. We’ll take time to genuinely understand
the challenges you face in your day-to-day store operations, helping
you find an answer adapted to your purposes.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE, ENERGY-EFFICIENT SHELF LIGHTING

PROMOTE
Suggested Applications:
As the industry’s leading provider of LED shelf lighting, Madix is
proud to offer a variety of options for creating illuminated displays.
Our patent-pending LEDge Light is the first LED-lighting product
created specifically for retail shelves. These environmentally friendly
LEDs produce light intensity comparable to that of T5 fluorescent
bulbs—but with half the energy consumption and nearly three
times the lifespan. The latest generation is our most efficient version
yet, reducing energy consumption by an additional 25% (see
specifications below).
Durable aluminum extrusion

All plug ’n’ play connections– no
electrician required (class 2 system)

Power up to thirteen 48" LEDge
Lights with one power supply

3-year warranty

Maintenance-free life in excess
of 50,000 hours (11 years at 12
hours/day)

Available in 2', 3', or 4' lengths
(610 mm, 914 mm, or 1219 mm)

Standard Upper Shelves

Thin Profile Shelves

Flush Front Upper Shelves

Bullnose Upper Shelves

Compatible with

THE “ELECTRICIAN-FREE” WAY
TO RESET LIGHTED SHELVES

Certified by the DesignLightsTM Consortium (DLC) and
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL)

• appropriate for all market segments

See More>> www.madixinc.com/ledge-light/

